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Abstract
Response to Intervention (RTI) is a framework with the primary purpose of early identification and prevention of learning problems. Screening procedures identify students in need of targeted intervention, but current screening research is limited to the elementary grades. This study explored the use of screening measures: prior year assessment data, oral reading fluency (ORF), and maze, to predict performance on Georgia’s Criterion-Referenced Competency Test (CRCT-8) for 236 eighth grade students from one district in Georgia. Logistic regression analyses compared the accuracy of the predictor variables. Overall classification accuracy was 96.6% for ORF and maze and 97.1% for CRCT-7; however, this was primarily due to the low base rate of poor performance on the CRCT-8 in the sample. A combination of screens did not significantly improve classification accuracy. A screening process that used CRCT-7 data followed by fall ORF resulted in 100% sensitivity and 90% specificity. Implications for practice are discussed.
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1. Introduction
When a Response to Intervention (RTI) process is implemented with fidelity in the early grades, the anticipated outcome is that students who are struggling readers will be identified early and provided intervention to support their learning needs. Even with an effective RTI process in place at the elementary level however, there will continue to be students in the later grades that require intervention to become successful readers. Research on struggling readers at the middle grades suggests that although every individual student may have differences in their reading profiles, in general, struggling readers in the secondary grades will likely fall into one of the following categories:

1) Late-Emergent Reading Disabled Students. These are students who were able to keep up with early reading demands but for whom later demands become too great. Several research studies confirm that there is a category of students who will progress as typically developing students or respond positively to early intervention, only to develop reading problems in the later grades (Compton, Fuchs, Fuchs, Ellemann & Gilbert, 2008; Leach, Scarborough, & Rescorla, 2003; Lipka, Lesaux, & Slegel, 2006).

2) Instructional Casualties. Although there has been a strong emphasis on improving reading instruction in the early grades, not all schools have strong reading programs in place. In the later grades, there will be students who have not been the recipients of strong reading instruction in the early grades who will require supports (Vaughn et al., 2008).

3) English Language Learners. In the last decade, the number of English language learners has increased by 57 percent (Maxwell, 2009). All schools will need to provide instruction and intervention to meet the needs of a growing ELL population.
4) Students Requiring Ongoing Intervention. Students who received intervention at the early grades may make progress, but perhaps not at a rate that is sufficient to be successful in the general education program without continued intervention. These students may require support in later grades before they are able to successfully perform at grade level benchmarks.

That there are groups of students who will continue to need intervention suggests a need for screening procedures to continue throughout middle school. A coordinated, effective screening system can identify struggling students early in the school year, allowing middle schools to further diagnose students to determine which type of struggling reader the student is, and then provide and tailor intervention resources to support continued literacy development. An effective screening system requires the identification of measures or indicators that are highly accurate in predicting the outcome of interest. However, the research base to identify measures that are predictive of poor reading outcomes at the secondary level is currently lacking.

1.1 Screening at Secondary Levels

Recommendations for practice at the secondary level include using prior year state assessment data to identify an initial risk pool of poor readers followed by subsequent assessment to determine the nature of the student’s difficulties (Torgesen & Miller, 2009). But few studies have examined reading screening tools at the secondary level, and not all students will have state assessment data from the previous year, so it is likely that middle schools will require a screening measure that can be administered in the beginning of the school year to screen all current students for reading problems. Two promising candidates are oral reading fluency (ORF) and maze. For earlier grade levels, research supports the use of read aloud measures (Jenkins, Hudson & Johnson, 2007; Wayman, Wallace, Wiley, Ticha & Espin, 2007), but the validity of read aloud for older grades is not well established (Wayman et al., 2007). At the middle grades maze measures may serve as a better predictor of reading performance (Espin & Foegen, 1996; Wiley & Deno, 2005). Torgesen, Nettles, Howard, & Winterbottom (2005) examined the relationship between ORF and maze and the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) with students at the fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth grades. Results indicated that maze was more highly correlated (.67) with F-CAT performance than ORF (.59) for sixth-grade students. At the eighth-grade level, maze and ORF demonstrated similar correlations with F-CAT performance, .63 and .62 respectively. Fore, Boon and Martin (2007) also found maze (.439) and ORF (.397) performance to be moderately correlated with concurrent performance outcomes on Georgia’s Criterion-Referenced Competency Test (CRCT). However, their sample was relatively small (N = 50) and consisted only of students identified with behavior disorders.

1.2 Requirements for Screening Measures

Although these studies demonstrate a moderate correlation between the predictor and outcome variables, documenting a relationship between a screening and outcome measure provides only weak evidence regarding the utility of a measure for screening purposes (Jenkins, 2003). In a preventive service delivery model such as RTI, screening results are used to efficiently determine which students are at risk for reading failure. Therefore, it is important to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of a screening measure prior to implementation in practice. A number of statistics beyond predictive or concurrent validity coefficients are used to evaluate screening measures. Classification accuracy, or how well a screen accurately sorts students into at-risk or not at-risk categories, is an important criterion for effective screens (Jenkins, Hudson, & Johnson, 2007). Classification accuracy however, must be evaluated by considering the base rate of the population with the condition being predicted (Meehl & Rosen, 1955; Wilson & Reichmuth, 1985). If the base rate of the condition being identified is very low, high classification accuracy can be achieved simply by assuming that nobody is at risk (Johnson, Jenkins, Petscher & Catts, 2009).

In addition to classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are two key statistics that help to describe how well a screening measure works. Sensitivity is the probability that a screening test will be positive when the student is at-risk. Because the goal in an RTI framework is to provide intervention early to those students who need it, researchers have suggested that sensitivity rates of screening processes reach 90% or higher (Compton et al, 2006; Jenkins, 2003). Specificity is the probability that a screening test will be negative when the student is in fact not at-risk. Specificity must also be high in order to avoid over-identifying students as at-risk and over-taxing school resources (Jenkins & Johnson, 2008). Sensitivity and specificity are helpful statistics to determine the general efficacy of a screen, but are difficult to interpret for use in practice.

1.3 Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves

Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves are useful graphs that provide a complete representation of classifier performance (Krzanowski & Hand, 2009). The ROC curves are a generalization of the set of potential combinations of sensitivity and specificity possible for predictors (Pepe, Janes, Longton, Leisenring, &
Newcomb, 2004) and provide information about cut scores and associated levels of sensitivity and specificity. For example, if a desired level of sensitivity is 90%, the ROC analysis identifies the cut score that results in that level of sensitivity, and also reports the associated level of specificity. An overall indication of the diagnostic accuracy of a ROC curve is the area under the curve (AUC). The AUC values closer to 1 indicate the screening measure reliably distinguishes among students with satisfactory and unsatisfactory reading performance, whereas values at .50 indicate the predictor is no better than chance (Zhou, Obuchowski, & Obuchowski, 2002). A main advantage of ROC curve analysis over other screening statistics is the ability to identify cut scores associated with various levels of sensitivity and specificity. If the cut scores are cross-validated, ROC analysis provides practitioners with information that directly informs implementation.

Because screening is a high stakes decision (Davis, Lindo, & Compton, 2007), screening measures need to be evaluated accordingly. Screening tools that do not improve the classification and identification of at-risk students tax limited resources (e.g., time, money, personnel) and threaten the potential efficacy of the RTI process. Although ORF and maze have both demonstrated moderate correlations with general reading outcomes at the older grades, very few studies examining their classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for use within an RTI framework have been conducted. Despite the research demonstrating high correlations of ORF with overall reading ability, ORF may fail to predict the reading performance of older students when more complex reading tasks such as comprehension and analysis of text are required (Wiley & Deno, 2005). In addition to the lack of research on ORF as an effective middle school screening instrument, its use at older grade levels also raises practical concerns. Although ORF consists of a one-minute read aloud, it must be administered individually (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1992). Alternatively, maze tasks can be given in a group setting (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1992). Efficiency becomes even more crucial in the upper grades when resources, including personnel and funding, often become more limited than they are at elementary level.

1.4 Research Purpose and Questions
As middle schools move forward with RTI implementation, they require information about the utility of various instruments as potential screening measures. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the classification accuracy of three potential screening tools for predicting performance on the eighth-grade reading subtest of one state’s reading assessment; prior year state assessment data, ORF, and maze. The specific research questions addressed in this study are:

1) What are the classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and ROC AUC of each of the three predictor variables (prior year state assessment, ORF and maze) in predicting 8th grade reading performance?
2) Does a combination of predictors result in improved classification accuracy compared to a single predictor?
3) Does a screening system that uses prior year assessment data to identify an initial risk pool followed by additional screening measures as recommended by Torgesen and Miller (2009) improve classification accuracy over a single predictor?

2. Research Methods
2.1 Participants
Participants included 236 eighth-grade students from one suburban middle school (grades 6 – 8) in Georgia, where the lead author serves as the district RTI coordinator. Of the 236 students, 49% were girls. The racial composition of the sample was 88% white, 9% African American, 2% Hispanic, 1% other. Nine percent of students received special education services.

2.2 Measures
2.2.1 Oral Reading Fluency (ORF)
ORF is designed to measure an individual’s accuracy and rate of reading. The probes used in this study are one component of the System to Enhance Educational Performance (STEEP, 2007), a package designed to screen and progress monitor students in reading and math. Length, content, and format for STEEP ORF are based on CBM research. The Spache and Dale Chall formulas were used to ensure appropriate level of readability. In studies conducted with STEEP ORF progress monitoring, test-retest reliability ranged from .91 to .95 (STEEP, 2007). Alternate form reliability ranged from .83 to .88 (STEEP, 2007). It should be noted that data from the STEEP technical manual were derived from progress monitoring probes for grades 1-5; as data for probes at the higher grades were not available. STEEP ORF probe administration for the purpose of screening involves the use of one probe as opposed to three. Ardoin et al. (2004) found that three probes versus one did not statistically improve the predictive validity of a screen for classifying students at risk for failure on the criterion measure.
For ORF screens, students have 1 minute to read a grade-level passage to a test administrator who then calculates rate and accuracy. The score is represented by the number of words read correctly in one minute (wcpm). Established winter ORF cut scores for each performance level at the eighth grade are as follows: frustrational: < 110 wcpm, instructional: 110 - 129 wcpm, mastery: > 129 wcpm. For this study, a team of school and district personnel were the test administrators. Directions and procedures for STEEP ORF are standardized and all testers completed a training session, which included practice in administration and scoring.

2.2.2 Sentence Maze
The sentence maze is used for screening and progress monitoring purposes within the STEEP assessment system. This sentence completion task is a variation on the traditional passage maze and is considered to be a general measure of reading performance and comprehension. Students have 3 minutes to complete the sentence maze probe, which consists of circling the correct answer from three choices to complete a sentence. The score is computed as the total number of correct answers. Established winter maze cut scores for each performance level at the eighth grade were as follows: frustrational: < 17, instructional: 17 - 24, mastery: > 24. Reliability of the middle school passages is high, with median test-retest reliability of .90; alternate form reliability of .87 and coefficient alpha (internal consistency) of .92 (STEEP, 2007).

2.2.3 Georgia Criterion-Referenced Competency Test, Reading (CRCT)
In this study, we obtained the students’ 7th and 8th grade CRCT scores. The CRCT reading subtest consists of reading passages and multiple choice questions designed to evaluate student skills in the following domains: reading skills and vocabulary acquisition, literary comprehension, and information and media literacy. The reliability coefficient, Cronbach’s alpha, for the 2008 eighth-grade reading subtest is .87. Reliability for the 2007 seventh-grade reading subtest was .88. Georgia’s performance levels on the CRCT are defined as “does not meet expectations”, (< 800), “meets expectations” (800 - 849), and “exceeds expectations” (> 849). Conditional standard errors of measurement for each of the state’s performance level cut scores are as follows: “meets expectations”: 7; “exceeds expectations”: 10. Procedures to establish validity, defined as the test’s ability to assess the intended measure (e.g., the state of Georgia’s curriculum standards), are implemented throughout the entire test construction. The test development process consisted of several phases. Educators from the state are involved in each step beginning with a determination of the standards to be measured on the test. A test blueprint and test specifications are produced in the next phase. Drafting of actual test items occurs next followed by field testing. Data from field testing are examined for evidence of bias.

2.3 Procedures
Students completed the ORF and maze screening measures in the winter of the 2007/2008 school year. Probes were administered by trained professionals according to standardized procedures as described above. ORF probes were administered individually and maze was given in a group setting by class. Students complete the CRCT in the spring of the school year. The CRCT was administered according to standardized procedures and was scored electronically at the state level. Results are provided to each school through a state database. The CRCT results for student performance in 7th grade (2006-07 school year) and 8th grade (2007-08 school year) were obtained from existing school records.

2.4 Data Analysis
Predictor variables included winter ORF and maze raw scores and seventh grade CRCT (CRCT-7) scale scores. The outcome variable was the eighth-grade reading CRCT (CRCT-8) subtest. Scale scores on the 8th grade CRCT were recoded into a dichotomous pass/fail variable according to state performance standards. Pearson’s correlations were conducted to determine the relationship between the predictor and outcome variables. Next, we conducted a logistic regression analysis using each of the screening measures as single predictors of a dichotomized CRCT score. This provided an overall classification accuracy of the predictors when accuracy was maximized through statistical analyses. Next, we conducted ROC curve analyses on each of the predictors to obtain the AUC and to identify cut scores on the predictors associated with 90% sensitivity levels. Then, using the cut scores associated with 90% sensitivity in the ROC analysis, we identified the number of students correctly identified as at-risk or not at risk and computed a resultant classification accuracy level.

Because screening research conducted at the elementary level has indicated that combinations of predictors result in higher levels of classification accuracy (Compton et al., 2006; Johnson, Jenkins & Petscher, 2009), we investigated whether the combination of predictors would result in greater accuracy than single predictors. We entered all of the predictors into a single logistic regression analysis to determine if the combination of measures would result in improved classification accuracy. Finally, because best practice recommendations for screening
at the secondary levels suggests that prior state assessment data be considered (Torgesen & Miller, 2009), we repeated the logistic regression analyses using the students’ CRCT score from their 7th grade year. We then examined whether a screening system that used CRCT-7 to identify an initial risk pool followed by confirmation of risk status with screening measures (ORF and maze) in the following school year (8th grade) would result in high classification accuracy levels.

3. Results

Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations (SD) and correlations of variables. Medium correlations (Cohen, 1988) were demonstrated between ORF and maze raw scores and CRCT-8 standard score ($r = .501$ and $.507$ respectively). Results indicated small but significant correlations between ORF and maze raw scores and the dichotomized pass/fail CRCT variable ($r = .278$ and $.231$ respectively). The CRCT-7 had the highest correlation with CRCT-8 ($r = .767$).

The logistic regression analyses of each of the single predictors yielded high levels of overall classification accuracy (96.6% for ORF and maze; 97.1% for CRCT). However, classification accuracy is highly dependent upon the base rate of a condition in a population (Meehl & Rosen, 1955). As seen in Table 2, neither ORF nor maze identified any students at-risk (0% sensitivity), and CRCT-7 had an associated sensitivity level of only 29%. As seen in Table 3, the base rate of students with poor CRCT-8 outcomes in this sample was very low; only 8 of the 236 participants (3.4%) failed to meet expectations. The classification accuracies of ORF and maze (96.6%) are equal to the percentage of students who passed the CRCT-8. In other words, high classification accuracy was obtained simply by assuming that no students were at-risk. To be diagnostically efficient, a screening measure must increase prediction above and beyond what could be predicted by base rates alone (Meehl & Rosen, 1955). Therefore, in this case, neither ORF nor maze was an efficient predictor for state test performance. CRCT-7 faired only slightly better, resulting in 97.1% classification accuracy and 29% sensitivity. As anticipated by the results of the single predictors, when a combined model with all three predictors was conducted, CRCT-7 was the only variable that was significant ($p < .01$), classification accuracy of the combined model remained at 97.1%.

Logistic regression analyses report classification results based on optimal statistical analysis. Because the goal in an RTI framework is to identify and intervene for students at-risk for poor learning outcomes, the next question explored whether an adjustment in cut scores would be appropriate for achieving sensitivity levels closer to the recommended 90% (Jenkins, 2003). Recognizing that no screening process is perfect, in practice, erring on the side of the over identification of students (e.g., increasing the number of false positives) is preferred to not identifying students who are truly at risk (e.g., false negatives). At the same time, because of limited resources to provide intervention, and because interventions are more effective with small teacher to student ratios (Johnson et al, 2009), the over-identification of students (false positives) must be kept to manageable levels. ROC curve analyses were conducted to evaluate sensitivity, specificity and related classification accuracy levels when sensitivity levels were set as close to 90% as possible, when test-developer recommended cut scores were used, and when the cut scores associated with the logistic regression analyses were used (see Table 3).

Although CRCT-7 has the highest AUC of all predictors (.962), when setting sensitivity levels at 90%, ORF was the only predictor that resulted in high sensitivity and high specificity (88% and 82% respectively), missing only one student who was not successful on CRCT-8, and over-identifying 40 students (17% of the sample) as potentially at risk. Similarly, maze resulted in a high level of sensitivity (88%) and moderate specificity (72%), with 64 students (27% of the sample) overidentified.

Because the logistic regression analysis using a combined model did not result in higher levels of classification accuracy than was achieved by CRCT-7 alone, we did not run a ROC analysis on a combined model. However, following the guidance of Torgesen and Miller (2009), we used prior year state assessment data to identify an initial risk pool, then confirmed results with the following year’s screening results. Figure 1 presents a flowchart of the process. First, we identified the students who were not successful on CRCT-7, and then examined their ORF and maze scores to determine if their performance on those screens fell under the cut scores (those related to obtaining 90% sensitivity). For this analysis, we did not use the exact cut point of 800 on CRCT-7, but added the SEM and used the cut score of 807 (Georgia SDE, 2008). Our rationale for adjusting cut scores was to determine a practical way for schools to make decisions that account for measurement error and for students who fall close to the cut score. Additionally, our ROC analysis demonstrated 100% sensitivity for this cut score on CRCT-7. For the entire sample, CRCT-7 scores were available on 208 of 236 students. Thirty-six students had CRCT-7 scores that fell below 807. One of the 8 students in the entire sample (n = 236) who did not pass the CRCT-8 did not have CRCT-7 data. The remaining 7 students who did not pass CRCT-8 in the reduced sample
(n = 208) did not pass CRCT-7, according to the adjusted score of 807. The resulting sensitivity of CRCT-7 (based on n = 208) is 100%, with an associated specificity level of 82%.

We next looked at the performance of the 36 students with CRCT-7 scores below 807 on ORF. Twenty of 36 students also scored below 151 on ORF, and 29 of 36 had scores below 18 on Maze. We ran a crosstabs to determine the number of students who did not pass CRCT-7 (N = 36) who also had ORF scores below 151 and their outcomes on CRCT-8, then repeated this analysis for maze, using the cut score of 18. Finally, we also examined the ORF and maze performance of the 28 students from the original sample who did not have CRCT-7 data. Of the 28, 10 had ORF scores below 151, and 9 had maze scores below 18 (the cut scores identified by our ROC analysis). Adding the 28 students for whom CRCT-7 data was not available to the 36 students who did not successfully pass CRCT-7, the initial risk pool was a total of 64. Following the process of identifying students at risk based on CRCT-7 scores, followed by poor performance on ORF, and then using poor performance on ORF for students for whom CRCT-7 data was not available, 30 of the 64 students were identified as at risk and all 8 students who failed CRCT-8 were identified as at-risk. This would result in 100% sensitivity and 90% specificity. Repeating this analysis with maze in place of ORF, 38 of 64 students would have been identified as at risk and all 8 students who failed CRCT-8 would have been identified. This would result in 100% sensitivity and 87% specificity.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to compare the classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and ROC AUC of three predictor variables (ORF, maze and prior year state assessment data) in predicting 8th grade reading performance, both as single predictors and as a combined prediction model. Additionally, this study examined the results of employing a system consistent with best practice recommendations for identifying struggling adolescent readers (Torgesen & Miller, 2009). These recommendations include using prior state assessment data to identify an initial risk pool, then confirming results with additional screening measures in the beginning of the next school year.

4.1 Accuracy of Single Predictors

In evaluating screens, the base rate of the predicted condition (e.g., poor reading outcomes) is an important consideration in judging a screen’s overall classification accuracy (Wilson & Reichmuth, 1985). Specifically, focusing on a screen’s overall classification accuracy can be misleading when the base rate of the predicted condition occurs in a relatively small percentage of the overall population. In such situations, a relatively high overall accuracy can be obtained by skipping screening altogether and assuming that no students are at risk. It has been argued that to be efficient, a screening measure must result in a higher number of correct classification decisions than could be obtained in terms of base rate alone (Meehl & Rosen, 1955). However, in a preventive service model, one could also argue that if the condition being predicted is of significant concern but occurs in a relatively small percentage of the population, the costs associated with screening to detect those at risk may be worthwhile.

In this study, the base rate of students with poor reading outcomes was low (3.4%). When using a logistic regression analysis that relies on the use of statistically optimal cut points, no single predictor resulted in classification accuracy rates better than the 96.6% that is achieved simply by assuming no student is at risk. This sample is not very different from the overall base rate in Georgia, which reported a 94% pass rate for 8th grade reading during the 2007-08 school year (Georgia Department of Education, 2008). However, in an RTI model, screening is a purposeful activity – its first job is to identify all or nearly all students at risk for poor future outcomes (Johnson et al., 2009). This led us to select cut points that resulted in 90% sensitivity, allowing us to compare the relative accuracy of screening measures according to their level of over-prediction, or specificity. When sensitivity levels were set at 90% for ORF and maze, both resulted in over-identification rates that would still be unmanageable to serve within a tiered intervention system. ORF over-identified 40 students (about 20% of the sample), and maze 64 (about 25% of the sample). Providing high-quality, effective, intensive services for this many students is not possible for schools. A combination of predictors entered simultaneously did not improve the classification accuracy.

4.2 Using Existing Data to Identify an Initial Risk Pool

At the secondary level, schools will have available data on many of their students from prior assessments of reading performance. If extant data is accurate in identifying students who are likely to be at risk, then the costs associated with screening could be greatly reduced. In this study, 88% of the original sample had performance data from their seventh grade year (CRCT-7). In analyzing CRCT-7 as a predictor variable, the best prediction was obtained when we added the SEM to the cut score that separates “meets expectations” from “does not meet
expectations”. Twenty-nine students were over-identified using this procedure. When ORF or maze was used to further screen these students, the rate of over-identification was reduced to 14 for ORF and 23 for maze.

4.3 Developing a Screening System

Although prior year assessment data worked well as a screener, there were 28 students (12%) who did not have CRCT-7 data available. When we used ORF and maze to screen these 28 students, 10 of them had ORF scores below the cut point, and 9 students had maze scores below the cut point. Adding those numbers to the students already identified by unsatisfactory CRCT-7, 24 total students were confirmed as at-risk by the all ORF measure; a total of 32 were confirmed as at-risk using maze. Both groups contained all 8 of the students who did not successfully pass the CRCT-8, resulting in 100% sensitivity for the gated measures and specificity levels of 90% (CRCT-7 + ORF), and 87% (CRCT-7 + maze). These numbers meet the requirements for successful screening systems within an RTI framework and maintain efficiency by requiring additional screening data on a much smaller pool of students.

4.4 Limitations

While this study presents important findings for informing the practice of screening at middle school levels, we note several limitations that restrict the generalizability of our study. First, the base rate of poor reading outcomes in this sample was extremely low, which limits the ability of any screening tool to identify students as at-risk without over-identifying a large percentage of students. Schools that serve a student population with higher percentages of students at-risk for poor learning outcomes will most likely need to develop their own decision rules and cut points. Second, limiting the sample to one district and one state test limits the generalizability of our findings outside of Georgia. Finally, creating decision rules post hoc allows researchers to determine accurate cut scores for a particular sample. The decision rules developed on this sample may not hold up during a cross validation study. Our next steps for continued research include testing the decision rules developed in this study on the next year’s 8th graders to determine if similar results can be obtained.

5. Conclusion

This study provides supporting evidence for the best practice recommendations offered by Torgesen and Miller (2009) to identify struggling adolescent readers. Using extant data, middle schools may be able to identify an initial risk pool, then confirm preliminary screening data with subsequent screening tools the following school year. This process resulted in high sensitivity and specificity without requiring a high level of additional resources. In this sample, ORF was found to be a better predictor than maze. These measures require further investigation as well as cross validation to continue to inform the most efficient and effective screening process for identifying adolescent students who are at risk for poor reading outcomes.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>CRCT-7</th>
<th>ORF</th>
<th>Maze</th>
<th>CRCT-8</th>
<th>CRCT-8 (p/f)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRCT-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF</td>
<td>.514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maze</td>
<td>.591</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCT-8 (SS)</td>
<td>.767</td>
<td>.501</td>
<td>.507</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCT-8 (p/f)</td>
<td>.326</td>
<td>.278</td>
<td>.231</td>
<td>.442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>830.28 (23.19)</td>
<td>176.87 (31.89)</td>
<td>21.41 (5.90)</td>
<td>833.35 (19.14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All correlations were significant, p < .01 (2-tailed).

Table 2. ORF, Maze and 7th CRCT logistic regression summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORF</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>12.586</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maze</td>
<td>.326</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>10.837</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCT-7</td>
<td>.164</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>9.867</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Classification indices for predictors at 90% sensitivity, at published cut scores, and based on logistic regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Sen</th>
<th>Spec</th>
<th>Cut Score</th>
<th>ROC AUC</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORF</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>.898</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>.856</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maze</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.856</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCT-7</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>.962</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Sen = Sensitivity; Spec = Specificity; ROC AUC = ROC area under the curve; TP = true positives; FP = false positives; TN = true negatives; FN = false negatives; Row 1 presents classification measures obtained after setting sensitivity levels as close as possible to 90%. Row 2 presents actual statistics from the study sample based on published cut scores. Row 3 presents statistics for cut scores resulting in maximum overall classification accuracy.

*Sensitivity levels for CRCT-7 in the ROC analysis were 71, with the next reported level of 100.
Figure 1. Flowchart of screening process following Torgesen & Miller’s (2009) best practices